The mechanism of carcinogen-induced DNA amplification: in vivo and in vitro studies.
Exposure to chemical carcinogens provides a means for the enhancement of the frequency of gene amplification and for the facilitation of research into its mechanism(s). Using carcinogen-induced SV40 amplification as a model system it was shown that amplification of the viral sequences occurs via a replication-dependent mode. This process involves overactivation of the origin region and the generation of inverted repeats. Carcinogen-induced enhancement of gene amplification is triggered by cellular factors that could act in trans. An in vitro amplification system, based on extracts from carcinogen-treated cells and SV40 template sequences, was used to further characterize the amplification intermediates. The major products of overreplication in this system consist of sequences derived from the origin region. Our studies suggest that the ability to overreplicate the origin region in vitro derives from the combined action of carcinogen-induced factors that trigger overinitiation, with the inherent inability of Chinese hamster cell extracts to fully replicate large plasmid templates. The newly replicated sequences are not associated with the parental molecule and contain hairpin or stem and loop structures. Based on these findings we propose a novel replicative mechanism for DNA amplification that allows the de novo formation of hairpin structures. According to this model, an obstruction of the replication fork may cause an overturning of the DNA polymerase, followed by a template switch that leads to the use of the newly replicated strand as a template. This mode of replication results in the generation of hairpin structures which can function as precursors for the duplicated inverted repeats which are commonly observed in amplified genomes. This model is supported by our in vitro and in vivo studies. The relevance of this model for the amplification of cellular sequences is discussed.